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Bears • Worksheet

1. Choose the right verb for each of the pictures below.

1. 2. 

2. Bears eat lots of diff erent things. Which of these are not menti oned in the book?

A. Fish B. Honey C. Berries D. Bamboo E. Seals F. Insects

3. 4. 

3. Can you fi nish off  each sentence? Choose the right ending.

4. Can you label the parts of a bear’s body in the picture below? 
Choose from the words in the box.

eye

nose

mouth

ear

leg

paw

claws

tail

A. All bears...

B. Panda bears...

C. Polar bears...

D. Female bears...

E. Baby bear cubs...

...live in the icy arcti c.

...are as small as apples.

...dig dens.

...have thick, heavy coats and big furry paws.

...live high up on cold mountains.

A. dig B. climb C. walk D. munch

Usborne English
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Writi ng acti vity: Choose one of the types of bear shown on pages 24-25 of the book. 
Find out some more about it, and complete the bear fact card below. 
Fill in the name of your bear, and draw a picture. 
You could cut out your card and use it in a class display.

Bears • Worksheet

............................................. Lives in:

Likes to eat:

Bear fact:

I chose this bear because:
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Brer Rabbit and the Blackberry Bush • Worksheet

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

4. Which three things aren’t in the picture? Cross them off  the list.

Brer Rabbit

Brer Snake

Brer Fox

tree

blackberry bush

trap

birds

pie

A. B. C. D. 

2. Circle the two words in each sentence that have changed places.

A. Trap! went the twang.

B. “Now I’m going to up you all eat.”

C. Then he through him threw the air.

D. “I was bush in the blackberry born.”

3. Answer Yes or No to these questi ons.

A.  Did Brer Fox want to eat Brer Rabbit?  .................

B. Did Brer Rabbit want Brer Fox to fry him or boil him?  .................

C. Did Brer Rabbit want Brer Fox to throw him into the blackberry bush?  .................

D. Was Brer Rabbit being silly?  .................
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Acti vity: Make a blackberry tart.

Brer Rabbit and the Blackberry Bush • Worksheet

To make a large jam tart, 
you will need:

350g (12oz) packet of 
 shortcrust pastry
plain flour, for dusting

6 rounded tablespoons of 
   seedless blackberry jam
1 tablespoon of milk
a 20cm (8in) pie dish
a small pastry cutter (any 
   shape you like)

If you can’t get blackberry jam, 
you could use a different kind 
(berry jams are best).

Heat your oven to 200°C, 400°F, 
gas mark 6, before you start.

3. Roll out the bigger piece 
of pastry, then turn it a little. 
Roll it out and turn it, until you 
make a 30cm (12in) circle.

2. Sprinkle a little flour onto a 
clean surface and a rolling pin. 
This will help to stop the pastry 
sticking to them.

1. Take the pastry out of the 
fridge. Leave it for 10 minutes, 
then cut off one quarter and 
wrap it in plastic foodwrap.

4. Lay the rolling pin on one 
side of the pastry. Roll the 
pastry over it. Lift it onto the 
dish, then unroll the pastry.

7. Spoon the jam into the 
pastry case, then spread it with 
the back of the spoon. Roll out 
the other piece of pastry.

8. Using the cutter, cut out 
about 12 pastry shapes. Brush 
them with a little milk, then 
lay them on top of the jam.

9. Bake the jam tart for about 
20 minutes, then carefully lift 
it out of the oven. Let the jam 
cool before you eat it.

5. Dip a finger into some flour. 
Gently press the pastry into 
the edges of the dish, making 
sure that you don’t rip it.

6. Lay the rolling pin on top of 
the dish and slowly roll it back 
and forward. It will cut off the 
pastry that overlaps the edges.

Wear oven gloves.

The milk turns the pastry 
golden brown as it cooks.

You could serve your tart with 
pouring cream, whipped cream 
or ice cream.

Watch out 
for hungry 
foxes!
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Acti vity: Make these animal masks. You could use them to act out the story.

You will need: light brown or grey card (for the rabbit)
Orange or red-brown card (for the fox)
White, pink and black paper; scissors, glue, elasti c and a black marker pen

Brer Rabbit and the Blackberry Bush • Worksheet

For the rabbit mask: 
Draw this shape onto 
light brown or grey card. 
Make it about as wide as 
your head. Cut it out.

Use the left over card to 
cut out two more ear 
shapes. Glue them onto 
the back of the mask, to 
sti ff en the ears.

Cut two long ovals and a 
small triangle out of pink 
paper. Sti ck them on the 
mask for the rabbit’s ears 
and nose.

Draw a line from the 
rabbit’s nose to the 
bott om of the mask. 
Carefully cut out the 
eye holes.

Cut long, thin triangles 
of black paper and sti ck 
a few either side of the 
nose for the rabbit’s 
whiskers.

Pierce two small holes 
on each side of the mask. 
Thread and ti e a piece 
of elasti c so that you can 
wear it.

This is the template for 
the fox mask. Draw it 
onto orange or red-brown 
card, about as wide as 
your head, and cut it out. 

Carefully cut out the eye 
holes. Draw around them 
and conti nue the line 
down to the nose with 
marker pen.

Sti ck two white triangles 
inside the ears and a 
black triangle on the 
nose. Att ach elasti c as 
for the rabbit mask.
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Clever Rabbit and the Lion • Worksheet

1. Match the words to the pictures.

3. Number the sentences in story order.

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below. Choose from the words in the box.

lion

rabbit

snake

fi sh

butt erfl y

river

deer

A. Lion looked into the water. ____

B. Lion leaped at the lion in the water. ____

C. Clever Rabbit led Lion to the river. ____

D. Another lion looked back. ____

A. The animals hid 
from Lion.

B. “There’s a lion with bigger 
paws,” said Clever Rabbit.

C. “I’m going to eat you,” 
roared Lion.

2. Match each word in line A with a word that means the opposite in line B.

A: clever          big          strong          before          wide

B: small          aft er          narrow          weak          stupid

1. 2. 3.

Usborne English
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Writi ng acti vity: Look at the picture below, then write down fi ve more animals 
you can see in it. Try to write down one fact about each animal.

Clever Rabbit and the Lion • Worksheet

1. I can see Clever Rabbit. He has long ears.

2. I can see...

Can you think of any more jungle animals? Do you know their names in English?
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1. Match the words to the pictures.

3. Put a line through the sentence that’s not correct.

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below. Use one word from each box.

Clever

Li le

Big

long

A. “I want to see your stomp.”  “I want to see your dance.”

B. Clever Rabbit tapped his tummy. Clever Rabbit tapped his foot.

C. He sang it faster and faster.  He sang it around and around.

Wolf

Rabbit

grass

Wolf

A. All the wolves stomped their feet.

B. They turned around and around.

C. Clever Rabbit was trapped.

2. 3. 1. 

A. He was in the middle...  ...on the word la.

B. Stomp your foot...   ...into the long grass.

C. “This is easy,”    ...of a ring of wolves.

D. Clever Rabbit danced...  ...said Big Wolf.
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Clever Rabbit wants to make up a longer dance. 
Can you write some more instruc ons?

Stomp your foot on the word la.
Turn around on the word tum.

Now draw the wolves trying the new dance.

La, la, la, tum, tum, tum... Can you do your dance? Try it!
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How Elephants Lost their Wings • Worksheet

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

A. B. 

2. Which word is wrong? Cross it out, then write the correct word at the end.

A. Once upon a ti me, elephants could swim. 

B. Someti mes, the children fl ew on their backs.

C. Trees and fl owers shook below them.

C. D. 

3. These sentences are all muddled up! Can you put them in the right order?

B. Trees soon were all the broken.

C. Trick thought a the gods of.

D. Elephants invited they the feast a to grand. 

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below. Choose from the words on the left .

elephant

wing

peacock

banana tree

houses

leaves
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Writi ng acti vity: Design a menu for the elephants’ feast. 
Make a list of delicious things to eat, then draw pictures around the edge.

How Elephants Lost their Wings • Worksheet

MENU
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King Donkey Ears • Worksheet

2. Answer TRUE or FALSE.

A. The king had no friends.

B. The king had his hair cut every month.

C. Meg cut off  the king’s ears.

D.  Meg kept the king’s secret.

3. Number the sentences in story order.

TRUE/FALSE

TRUE/FALSE

TRUE/FALSE

TRUE/FALSE

A. The tree became a harp. ____

B. Meg told a tree. ____

C. The harp played a strange tune. ____

D. A woodcutt er chopped down the tree. ____

4. What did the king learn to do?

A. Cut his own hair.

B. Play the harp.

C.  Love his ears.

D.  Keep a secret.

1. Match the speech bubbles to the pictures.

1. 2. 3. 4.

A. B. C. D.
Promise 

you’ll never 
tell anyone.

Shh!Er... what 
lovely hair...

The king’s 
got donkey’s 

ears!



King Donkey Ears • Worksheet

Writi ng and drawing acti vity: Design special headdresses for the king to show off  
his ears, like the one below. Write what you would use to make your headdresses.
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Spring:

spring fl owers 

and painted eggs

Summer:

Autumn: Christmas:
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Little Miss Muffet • Worksheet

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

A. B. 

2. Can you match each word in line A with the word it rhymes with in line B?

A.  Muff et sighed dear pie smile me

B.  style tree here tuff et hide cry 

C. D. 

3. Choose the correct ending for each sentence from the list on the right.

A. “It’s ti me for .......................................”

B. The wolf gave ....................................... 

C. Seb spun ....................................... 

B. Seb showed her ....................................... 

C. Now she’s friends with ....................................... 

the way

Seb Spider

a strong web

my dinner

a smile

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below. Use one word from each box.

Seb

wonderful

Miss

bad

deep

Muff et

wolf

growl

Spider

web

grrrrrr!
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Acti vity: make some scary spiders

You will need: corrugated card, pipecleaners, kitchen foil, glue, ti ssue paper (same 
shade as the pipecleaners or contrasti ng), plasti c food wrap, white paper, black pen.

Little Miss Muffet • Worksheet

1. To make the spider’s 
body, lay out a piece of 
corrugated cardboard 
with the lines going across. 
Draw an oval about the 
size of a bar of soap on it.

2. Cut out the oval, then 
push four pipecleaners 
through the zigzag gaps 
inside the cardboard unti l 
the legs on each side are 
equal lengths.

3. Gently scrunch a large 
piece of kitchen foil unti l it 
is about the same size as 
the oval. Squash it unti l the 
top is smooth, then glue it 
onto the oval like this.

4. Bend the legs out a litt le, 
then lay the spider on a 
piece of plasti c foodwrap. 
Rip lots of strips from black 
ti ssue paper and have them 
ready to glue on.

5. Brush a strip of ti ssue 
paper with white glue, then 
press it onto the spider’s 
body. Press on lots more 
strips of ti ssue paper unti l 
the whole body is covered.

6. To make the spider stand 
up, bend each leg into a 
curve. Cut eyes and fangs 
from white paper and glue 
them on. Draw black dots 
in the middle of the eyes.

The lines need to go 
across the oval, like this.

Cover 
the gaps 
between 
the legs, too.

You could bend the 
ends of the spider’s 
legs out to make feet.

To make a litt le spider, 
cut a smaller oval for 
the body and trim 
off  the ends of the 
pipecleaners.
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Old Mother Hubbard • Worksheet

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

A. B. 

2. Can you spot which pair of words doesn’t rhyme?

A. Hubbard cupboard

B. there  bare

C. bone  none

C. D. 

3. What happens next? Can you put the sentences in the right order?

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below. Choose from the words in the box.

cash

meat

butcher

thief 

dog

lead

D. lane  rain

E. Spot  what

F. speed  lead

A.  The thief 1. tripped on the lead ____

2. and went fl ying. ____

3. hurried by, ____

B. Old Mother Hubbard 1. looked in her bag. ____

2. picked out a bone and ____

3. went to the butcher’s shop, ____
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Writi ng acti vity: Think of some words for the speech bubbles or 
thought bubbles in each of the pictures below.

Old Mother Hubbard • Worksheet
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Stone Soup • Worksheet

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

A. B. 

2. Choose the correct ending for each sentence from the list on the right.

A. Once, there was... 

B. I can make soup from...

C. She put a big pot of water on...

D. Some meat would make it...

C. D. 

3. Match each word in line A with the right word in line B.

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below. Choose from the words in the box.

bread 

a stone.

a poor man.

bett er sti ll.

the fi re.

A:  big shiny soup chopped 

B:  meat bubbled stone pot

cat dog

soup fl owers

old man old woman
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Writi ng acti vity: Finish writi ng the recipe for stone soup. 
Use the book to remind you what the old man and the old woman did.

Stone Soup • Worksheet

Stone Soup
Serves 2 people

You will need:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

When the soup is bubbling, taste it.

Taste the soup again.

7. Taste the soup again.
8.

9. Pour into bowls and serve.



2. What does Daisy want to do? Number the pictures in the right order.

A. B. C. D. 
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The Daydreamer • Worksheet

1. What is a daydreamer?

A. Someone who wakes up late.

B. Someone who has a dream every day.

C. Someone who imagines things that probably won’t happen.

D. Someone who falls asleep in the dayti me.

3. Can you fi nish these sentences? Choose the right ending.

4. Which two things in the box below are not in the picture?

hat  cake

dog  cat

television telephone

servants Daisy

shoes  hen

A. Daisy has...

B. Daisy will buy...

C. Daisy will be...

D. The palace will have...

E. Daisy spills...

...golden gates.

...no money.

...the milk.

...sparkly shoes.

...a princess.

Usborne English
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The Daydreamer • Worksheet

Writi ng acti vity: What would your daydream be? 
Write fi ve things, then draw a picture.

I’ll

I’ll

I’ll

I’ll
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The Dragon and the Phoenix • Worksheet

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

2. Which word is wrong? Cross it out, then write the correct word at the end.

A. Long, long ago, a dragon lived beside a mountain river.  ..................................

B. Deep inside the river lived a phoenix.  ...................................

C.  A dark pebble lay on the sand.  ...................................

D. The pebble became a phoenix.  ...................................

3. Match the words in line A with the words in line B to make pairs from the story.

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below, using the words in the box. 
Circle the word in the box that isn’t in the picture.

river

lake

mountain

island

phoenix

dragon

sky

pearl

A. bright magic dark sandy shining

B. river lake pearl forest island 

A. C.B.
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Acti vity: Make a phoenix mask

The Dragon and the Phoenix • Worksheet

6. Cut a 10cm (4in.) 
square of bright paper
for the beak. Fold the 
corners together.

1. Fold some stiff paper in 
half. Lay some sunglasses 
along the bottom, halfway 
across the fold.

2. Draw around the shape 
and open out the paper. 
Add an eye, then make a 
hole in it with a pencil.

3. Push scissors into the 
hole. Cut to the edge of 
the eye, then cut it out. 
Fold the paper again.

4. Draw around the eye 
shape onto the paper 
below and cut it out. 
Fold the paper again.

5. Draw a curved line 
around the shape for the 
edge of your mask. Cut 
through both layers.

7. Draw a line from 
the middle of one short 
side to the other corner. 
Cut along the line.

8. Make a small snip along 
the top of the fold. Bend 
the sides to make tabs. 
Glue them to the mask.

9. Cut feather shapes from 
gift wrap, crêpe paper or 
tissue paper. Make them 
about as long as a finger.

Fold

Edge 
of mask

Tabs

10. Glue the feather shapes 
around the edge of the 
mask, then glue on more 
and overlap them.

11. Lay the mask on some 
paper and draw around the 
eye holes. Cut them out. 
Draw circles around them.

12. Cut out the circles and 
glue them onto the mask. 
Attach some elastic to the 
sides of the mask to wear it.

Don’t glue feather shapes 
over the eye holes.

You could use zigzag 
scissors or pinking shears 
to cut out the eye circles.

* You could try using green paper and a shorter, cut-off  beak shape to make a dragon mask.
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The Genie in the Bottle • Worksheet

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

2. Match each word in line A with a word in line B to make pairs from the story.

A. slimy               shiny               smelly               old               huge               tasty

B.	 bottle											seaweed													fish																	sock													shells															face

3. Answer TRUE or FALSE.

4. Which three things aren’t in the picture? Cross them off the list.

fish

net

genie

seaweed

bottle

cat

rock

sock

A.	 The	fisherman	wanted	to	catch	a	bottle.

B.	 The	genie	wanted	to	eat	the	fisherman.

C.	 The	fisherman	shouted	at	the	genie.

D.	 In	the	end,	the	fisherman	caught	a	fish.

A. B. C. D.

TRUE / FALSE

TRUE / FALSE

TRUE / FALSE

TRUE / FALSE
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Writing activity: Imagine	the	genie	was	a	friendly	genie	who	could	make	
wishes	come	true.	What	do	you	think	the	fisherman	would	wish	for?

The Genie in the Bottle • Worksheet

I am wishing for...

What	would	you	wish	for?	 
Draw	a	picture	of	your	wish.

I would wish for...
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The Little Giraffe • Worksheet

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

2. Match the words in line A with the words in line B to make pairs from the story.

A.	 little	 best	 hot	 dry	 wise

B.	 friend	 earth	 man	 giraffe	 sun

3. Number the sentences in story order from 1 to 4.

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below. Use one word from each box.

tall

angry

dry

high

A.	 “Now	you	can	reach	the	leaves	high	in	the	trees.”		........

B.	 He	grew	taller...	and	taller...			........

C.	 “What	happened	to	you?”		........

D.	 The	little	giraffe	began	to	drink.		........

rhino

leaves

giraffe

earth

A. B. C. D.
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Writing activity: Make	up	a	spell	recipe	for	the	wise	man.

The Little Giraffe • Worksheet

Magic Drink
To make animals taller

You will need:

Instructions:

Then say the magic words:
“

”
Your drink is now ready.
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There Was A Crooked Man • Worksheet

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

A. B. 

2. Match each word in line A with the word that rhymes with it in line B.

C. D. 

4. Which three things aren’t in the picture? Cross them off  the list.

crooked man

crooked fi sh

crooked mouse

crooked cat

crooked sixpence

sack

garden

kitt ens

A:  mile          mouse          fi sh          outside          led          other

B:  house          dish          sti le          shed          mother          hide

3. These sentences are all muddled up! Can you put them in the right order?

A. Man crooked hungry the was. 

B. Crooked cooked so a he fi sh.

C. Was crooked angry man the.

D. Outside chased cat he his. 



Writi ng acti vity: Draw a plan of the crooked man’s garden, and label the things in it 
(for example, crooked path, crooked tree and so on).

There Was A Crooked Man • Worksheet
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Bears • Worksheet answers

1. Choose the right verb for each of the pictures below.

1. 2. 

2. Bears eat lots of different things. Which of these are not mentioned in the book?

A. Fish B. Honey C. Berries D. Bamboo E. Seals F. Insects

3. 4. 

3. Can you finish off each sentence? Choose the right ending.

4. Can you label the parts of a bear’s body in the picture below? 
Choose from the words in the box.

eye

nose

mouth

ear

leg

paw

claws

tail

A. All bears...

B. Panda bears...

C. Polar bears...

D. Female bears...

E. Baby bear cubs...

...live in the icy arctic.

...are as small as apples.

...dig dens.

...have thick, heavy coats and big furry paws.

...live high up on cold mountains.

A. dig B. climb C. walk D. munch

Usborne English
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tail

ear eye

nose

mouth

leg

paw

claws
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About the book
Bears are some of the most iconic and familiar wild animals in the world. Even in countries where there 
are no nati ve bear species, young children easily recognize brown bears, polar bears and panda bears. 
This book looks at brown bears in parti cular: where they live, what they eat and how they raise families. 
The style and language are simple and approachable, an ideal introducti on to natural history topics such 
as life cycles and habitats. Aft er the main text, there is a map showing where diff erent species of bear 
live, and picture-based puzzles to check comprehension.

Author: Sarah Courtauld

Reader level: Elementary

Word count: 267

Lexile level: 390L

Text type:  Non-fi cti on (science – natural history)

Key words
Your students might not be familiar with some 
of these words, which are important in the story.

p10 icy
p11 hairy
p12 partner
p13 female
 den
p14 snug
 cubs
p16 cuddle
 feeds
 curled up
 lick
p24 ocean
p25 deserts
 grasslands

p4 claws
p5 berries
p6 furry
 paws
p9 tough
 bamboo

Key phrases
p5 to sniff  out
p11 to keep [something] warm
p14 to give birth
p18 At last
p22 to keep [something] safe
p24 all over the world

Bear species: it’s not essenti al for students to 
know the meaning of “spectacled” and “sloth” 
on pp24-25, but they may be interested. 
Spectacled bears are so called because of 
their ringed eyes (they appear to be wearing 
spectacles or glasses), and sloth bears for 
their similarity to the South American animal, 
the sloth – which in turn is an old-fashioned 
word for laziness, since the sloth is extremely 
slow-moving and sleeps for much of the day.

About the author
Sarah Courtauld grew up in London. As a seven-year-old, 
she planned to run away to the Amazon rainforest. When 
this didn’t quite work out, she went to school instead, 
which was less fun, but had more pencils and regular 
cooked meals. These days she spends her ti me 
reading books, drawing pictures and writi ng. 

Bears • Teacher’s notes
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Aft er reading
What did you learn about bears from the book? Which kind of bear lives nearest to you?

You could use this book as a lead into natural history topics, as menti oned on the 
previous page. Panda bears and polar bears also raise important questi ons about 
protecti ng endangered species and safeguarding habitats.

Did you know: the reason we have teddy bears as toys? In 1902, US President 
Theodore (“Teddy”) Roosevelt was invited to go bear hunti ng. The hunt was 
unsuccessful, and his hosts later captured a bear for the president to shoot. 
Roosevelt was horrifi ed, and refused to shoot it. Later that year, a New York toy 
store sold the fi rst “Teddy bears”, and they were an immediate and lasti ng success.

Before reading
Before the class, search for some pictures of bears in the wild, preferably showing some detail of their 
habitats – brown bears, polar bears, panda bears (note that koalas, someti mes called “koala bears”, 
are not actually bears). 

You could start with a teddy bear, either a toy or a picture. Ask students: what is this? Is it a real animal?

Then show them some of the pictures you have collected. Find out what they know about bears: where 
do they live? (See the map on pp24-25 of the book; there are also brown bears in Eastern Europe and 
Russia, and a very few in northern Spain.) What do they eat? (Mostly fi sh, berries and insects.) 
How many diff erent kinds of bears do you think there are? (Surprisingly, only eight.) You could ask 
students to guess a number, write up the guesses and fi nd the answer in your reading – it is given on 
p24 and on the back cover.

Puzzles (pages 26-29)
You might like students to work on these in pairs or small groups. 
If so, ask the “Aft er reading” questi ons before doing the puzzles.

p17 What is the animal standing above the den? 
[A wolf.] Why do the bears stay inside? [To 
keep warm and stay safe while the cubs are 
small and vulnerable.] 

p21 Do you lick noses to show you are friends? 
What do you do?

p22 Who keeps you safe? [Answers may include 
parents, teachers, carers, neighbours...]

p24 The key shows diff erent types of countryside. 
Which type has no bears living in it? Do any 
bears live in Africa? Why not, do you think?

p6 Why do you think bears have thick, hairy 
coats? [They mostly live in cold countries or 
cold places such as mountains.]

p7 You could start making a list of things that 
“Bears can do” and “We can do”, e.g. climb 
trees, catch fi sh, dig dens.

p11 There are no trees or plants here – what 
might polar bears eat? [Seals, fi sh, seaweed]

p15 Can human babies see and hear when they 
are born? [Yes, although they can’t see very 
clearly at fi rst.]

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same. Aft er the story, there is a 
short selecti on of key phrases that can be used for pronunciati on practi ce.

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

© 2011 Usborne Publishing Ltd. Not for commercial use.
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Brer Rabbit and the Blackberry Bush • Worksheet answers

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

4. Which three things aren’t in the picture? Cross them off  the list.

Brer Rabbit

Brer Snake

Brer Fox

tree

blackberry bush

trap

birds

pie

A. B. C. D. 

2. Circle the two words in each sentence that have changed places.

A. Trap! went the twang.

B. “Now I’m going to up you all eat.”

C. Then he through him threw the air.

D. “I was bush in the blackberry born.”

3. Answer Yes or No to these questi ons.

A.  Did Brer Fox want to eat Brer Rabbit?  .................

B. Did Brer Rabbit want Brer Fox to fry him or boil him?  .................

C. Did Brer Rabbit want Brer Fox to throw him into the blackberry bush?  .................

D. Was Brer Rabbit being silly?  .................

1 234

Yes

Yes

No

No
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Brer Rabbit and the Blackberry Bush • Teacher’s notes

About the story
Brer Rabbit and Brer Fox are sworn enemies, always trying to outwit each other. One day, Brer 
Rabbit is caught in Brer Fox’s rope trap. The triumphant Brer Fox threatens to eat him, but to his 
surprise, Brer Rabbit sounds delighted and even suggests ways for the fox to cook him. The one 
thing he begs Brer Fox not to do is to throw him into the blackberry bush. Naturally, Brer Fox 
decides that’s exactly what he will do. 

Brer Rabbit is delighted to be in the blackberry bush. It turns out that he was born there, and he 
has no trouble in scampering away out of reach through the brambles. Brer Fox is left  fuming... 
without his dinner. 

Author: Joel Chandler Harris

Reader level: Elementary

Word count: 156

Lexile level: 330L

Text type: Folk tale based on African and Cherokee legends

Key words
Your students might not be familiar with some 
of these words, which are important in the story.

p13 throw
p14 nasty
 silly
p16 threw
 through
p18 landed
p20 laughed
 deeper
 dark
p21 born

 Brer
 blackberry
 bush
p3 prickly
p4 enemies
p6 wriggled
p7 stuck
p8 growled 
p11 fry
 boil
 pie

Key phrases
p4 Take that!
 Take this!
p5 to set a trap
p8 Got you!
 eat you all up
p9 Hurray!
p15 to pick up
p19 right in the 

middle

Usborne English

About the author
Joel Chandler Harris (1848-1908) was an American writer 
who worked both as a journalist and a fi cti on writer. He’s 
best known for his large collecti on of animal stories with 
Brer Rabbit (short for Brother Rabbit) as one of the central 
characters. The stories are known as Uncle Remus stories 
from the fi cti onal character Harris used as the narrator. 
Many of the stories are heavily based on African and 
Cherokee folktales and legends, which Harris wanted to 
preserve through his retellings.
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Brer Rabbit and the Blackberry Bush • Teacher’s notes
Before reading
You may like to search online for images of blackberries on the bush. Choose images which show how 
tangled and thorny the bushes can be. If there are blackberries or brambles growing wild near your 
home or school, you could even bring in some stems to show the students.

Start by writi ng the word BLACKBERRY on the board and asking what a blackberry is. [You may need 
to clarify that you don’t mean a mobile device!] Where do blackberries grow? You could menti on that 
blackberries (and raspberries) belong to the rose family. Like roses, blackberry bushes have lots of thorns. 

Show the students the book cover. Does anyone know what “Brer” means? Write Br_ _ er on the board, 
and see if anyone can gues the missing lett ers. You can then explain that it’s a short form of “Brother”, 
and can be used to describe someone from the same area or background, not necessarily a family 
member.] Look closely at the cover. Who do you think is the other main character in this book? 

p4 How can you tell they’re enemies?
p5 Can you see how the trap might work?
p9 Is that the answer Brer Fox was expecti ng?
p15  What do you think Brer Fox is going to do with 

Brer Rabbit?
p19 Does Brer Rabbit look sad about being in the 

blackberry bush?
p22 Why is Brer Fox so angry?

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same. Aft er the story, there is a 
short selecti on of key phrases that can be used for pronunciati on practi ce.

Aft er reading
Ask the students how they would describe Brer Rabbit [clever, cheeky, etc.]. And how would they 
describe Brer Fox [foolish, unlucky, mean, etc.]? Does anyone feel sorry for Brer Fox at the end? 

How does Brer Rabbit manage to trick Brer Fox? You could menti on the technique of 
getti  ng someone to do something by pretending you want them to do the opposite 
[reverse psychology]. Can the students think of any other examples? You could 
help them out with a couple of suggesti ons, e.g. “Please give me an apple or a 
carrot - anything but that chocolate cake.” OR “Can I go to bed now? I really 
don’t want to stay up late.” (You might warn them that most parents aren’t 
so easily fooled!) How might they use the technique to get you to fi nish the 
lesson early?

As a follow-up exercise, the students could write their own Brer Rabbit and 
Brer Fox story, prehaps as a sequel. How might Brer Fox trap Brer Rabbit 
this ti me? And will Brer Rabbit escape?

Puzzles (pages 26-29)
You might like students to work on these in pairs or small groups. 
If so, ask the “Aft er reading” questi ons before doing the puzzles.
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Clever Rabbit and the Lion • Worksheet answers

1. Match the words to the pictures.

3. Number the sentences in story order.

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below. Choose from the words in the box.

lion

rabbit

snake

fish

butterfly

river

deer

A.	 Lion	looked	into	the	water.	____

B.	 Lion	leaped	at	the	lion	in	the	water.	____

C.	 Clever	Rabbit	led	Lion	to	the	river.	____

D.	 Another	lion	looked	back.	____

A.	The	animals	hid	
from	Lion.

B.	“There’s	a	lion	with	bigger	
paws,”	said	Clever	Rabbit.

C.	“I’m	going	to	eat	you,”	
roared Lion.

2. Match each word in line A with a word that means the opposite in line B.

A:	 clever										big										strong										before										wide

B:	 small										after										narrow										weak										stupid

1. 2. 3.

Usborne English

C A B

2

3
1

4

deer

river

fish

lion

rabbitbutterfly

snake
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About the story
Lion terrorises the other animals in the jungle and threatens to eat them all, sure that they are too small 
and weak to resist him. Clever Rabbit has a plan, though, and when Lion comes looking, the animals 
hide. Clever Rabbit tells Lion that another, bigger and fi ercer lion prevented him from coming earlier. 
He takes Lion to see the “other lion” and shows him his own refl ecti on in a deep river. Lion tries to att ack 
the “other lion”, leaps into the river and is swept away. He begs for help, but the other animals remind 
him that they are too small and weak to do anything. Lion is never seen again.

The story is adapted from the great Indian collecti on of fables and folk tales, the Panchatantra, which 
was probably fi rst writt en down in the third century BC although it brings together many much 
older fables. These may well have infl uenced the collecti on we know as Aesop’s fables, and several 
stories from the Panchatantra later fi gure in the Arabian Nights. As in Aesop’s fables, the stories are 
predominantly about animals, and are used to teach life lessons, although these are less overtly “moral” 
than Aesop’s, and oft en more supporti ve of cunning than fair dealing.

Between the sixth and the fi ft eenth centuries, the Panchatantra was translated into Persian, Arabic, 
Greek, Hebrew and Lati n, and from the Lati n into modern European languages. It was one of the earliest 
books to be printed on Gutenberg’s printi ng press, and remained popular unti l the late nineteenth 
century, although it is less well-known today.

About the author
Susanna Davidson has writt en over 50 books for children. She grew up in the Surrey countryside 
surrounded by all kinds of animals, from parakeets and terrapins to rats, rabbits and snakes. She now 
lives in London, writi ng about animals rather than living with them.

Author: traditi onal Indian fable, adapted by Susanna Davidson

Reader level: Elementary

Word count: 226

Lexile level: 260L

Text type:  Fable/folk tale

Key words
Your students might not be familiar with some 
of these words, which are important in the story.

p15 show
p16 led
 deep
 wide
p19 shook
p20 leaped
p21 swept
p22 rushing
p25 let out

p3 paws
 sharp
 claws
p4 jungle
 roared
p5 cried [meaning 

“shouted”]
p6 weak
p7 plan
p8 hid

Key phrases
p3 great big
p4 to eat [something] all up
p7 Don’t worry
p14 Oh no, you’re not
p21 to be swept away
p22 At last
p23 never seen again

Clever Rabbit and the Lion • Teacher’s notes

Usborne English
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p13 Why is Lion roaring? Why do you think he 
is angry?

p14 Can you see the other animals running 
away? Is Clever Rabbit scared yet?

p18 Can Lion really see another lion? What 
can he see?

p24 Who says the animals are small and weak? 
Who said it fi rst?

p4 Lion thinks he can eat the other animals 
because he’s king of the jungle. Is that fair?

p6 Can you think of a word to describe Lion? 
[You might want to introduce or explain: bully.]

pp8-9 [It’s fun to spot all the animals hiding, but be 
aware that this is one of the puzzles at the 
back of the book, so you might not want to 
spend too long on it at this point.]

Aft er reading
What do you think the message of the story is?

What do you think happened to Lion? Maybe in the end he climbed out of the river, a long way away. 
Do you think he had learned anything? Do you think he had changed?

Before reading
Search for images of two types of jungle or grassland animals: predators such as lions, ti gers, jaguars, 
panthers (make sure the pictures look suitably fi erce) and the animals likely to be their prey (deer, wild 
pigs, monkeys, rabbits and other small animals). Then see if your students can divide them into two 
categories – they may come up with other ways of dividing the group besides hunters and hunted.

Think of some words to describe each group. Examples for the predators might be: big, hungry, scary.

Look at the book’s cover. Which animals can you see? (See if your students are sharp-eyed enough to 
spot the butt erfl y, bird and two beetles as well.) Which animal looks big and fi erce? Does the rabbit 
look scared?

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same. Aft er the story, there is a 
short selecti on of key phrases that can be used for pronunciati on practi ce.

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Puzzles (pages 26-29)
You might like students to work on these in pairs or small groups. 
If so, ask the “Aft er reading” questi ons before doing the puzzles.

Clever Rabbit and the Lion • Teacher’s notes
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1. Match the words to the pictures.

3. Put a line through the sentence that’s not correct.

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below. Use one word from each box.

Clever

Li le

Big

long

A. “I want to see your stomp.”  “I want to see your dance.”

B. Clever Rabbit tapped his tummy. Clever Rabbit tapped his foot.

C. He sang it faster and faster.  He sang it around and around.

Wolf

Rabbit

grass

Wolf

A. All the wolves stomped their feet.

B. They turned around and around.

C. Clever Rabbit was trapped.

2. 3. 1. 

A. He was in the middle...  ...on the word la.

B. Stomp your foot...   ...into the long grass.

C. “This is easy,”    ...of a ring of wolves.

D. Clever Rabbit danced...  ...said Big Wolf.

Little Wolf

Big Wolf

Clever Rabbit
long grass

C A B
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About the story
Clever Rabbit finds himself surrounded by wolves. Luckily, as his name suggests, he is good at thinking 
quickly. He suggests that the wolves watch him dance rather than eat him. Big Wolf is not convinced, 
but Li le Wolf is eager to see the rabbit’s dance and even more keen to join in. Before long, Clever 
Rabbit has all the wolves stomping their feet and turning around as he sings and dances to demonstrate. 
Encouraged by Clever Rabbit, the wolves dance faster and faster un l they’re so dizzy they fall to the 
ground... by which me Clever Rabbit has long since danced away into the long grass and made  
his escape.

Author: Tradi onal, retold by Susanna Davidson

Reader level: Elementary

Word count: 196

Lexile level: 240L

Text type: Na ve American folk tale

Key words
Your students might not be familiar with some  
of these words, which are important in the story.

p9 stomp
 copy
p12 fun
p20 dizzy
p23 fell
 ground
p24 where
p25 chase

 clever
 wolves
p2 trapped
 ring
p3 dinner
p7 tapped
 foot
p8 sang

Key phrases
p2 in the middle
p4 don’t you want to
p9 on the word
p13 show us more
p15 turn around
p17 oh yes?
 try it faster
p22 keep dancing
p23 one by one
p25 far away

Usborne English

The tale comes from the Cherokee people, Na ve Americans 
from the south-eastern area of what’s now the USA. They have a 
rich and extensive range of myths and legends, developed over 
thousands of years and passed on orally from one genera on 
to the next. The stories are inspired by the Cherokees’ natural 
environment, and o en have animals as their central characters. 
The rabbit is a common character and nearly always appears  
as a trickster.

About the author
Susanna Davidson has wri en over 50 books for children. She 
grew up in the Surrey countryside, surrounded by all kinds of 
animals, from parakeets and terrapins to rats, rabbits and snakes 
(no wolves, though). She now lives in London, wri ng about 
animals rather than living with them.
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Before reading
You might like to search for some images of predator animals and their prey, or you could just write their 
names on the board. Put them into two lists or groups: on the le , the predators (e.g. lion, ger, leopard, 
wolf, fox, jackal, hawk, owl); on the right, the prey (deer, sheep, goats, rabbits, mice). Can students guess 
what the groups have in common?

Show the cover and read the tle. Do students think the rabbit has seen the wolves? What do the wolves 
want to do? What does the rabbit need to do? How many wolves are there? Do students think the rabbit 
can get away? It’s three against one... but he’s clever...

p19 What me of day is it now? How long do 
you think they’ve been dancing for?

p20 Have you ever turned around so much that 
you got dizzy? What does it feel like?

p21  Why does Clever Rabbit look so happy?
p25 Can you see Clever Rabbit? How do you 

think Big Wolf feels now?

p2 How do you think Clever Rabbit is feeling?
p4 Do you think offering to dance is a clever 

idea? Have you ever seen a rabbit dance?
p9 Li le Wolf looks interested – but do the 

other wolves want to join in?
pp10-11 Do the wolves look like they’re enjoying 

themselves now? How about Big Wolf?

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The first reading is in a Bri sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same. A er the story, there is a  
short selec on of key phrases that can be used for pronuncia on prac ce.

Why don’t the wolves eat Clever Rabbit straight away? Do you think Clever 
Rabbit’s trick was a good one? Would it work without Li le Wolf, the one 
who first wanted to see Clever Rabbit’s dance?

What do you think will happen if Clever Rabbit meets the wolves again? 
Do you think they’ll fall for the same trick? Try to come up with other 
ways that Clever Rabbit could use to distract the wolves and escape.

Can you think of any other animal stories where a hunted animal has 
tricked the hunter? The Billy Goats Gruff is one example, or Clever Rabbit 
and the Lion (also available as an Usborne English Learner’s Edi on). 

Did you know?
Rabbits stomp their feet in real life. They do it to try and scare off predators, 
and to warn other rabbits of danger. They have big, powerful hind legs that 
make the ground vibrate when they stomp down.

Puzzles (pages 26-29)
You might like students to work on these in pairs or small groups. 
If so, ask the “A er reading” ques ons before doing the puzzles.
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How Elephants Lost their Wings • Worksheet answers

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

A. B. 

2. Which word is wrong? Cross it out, then write the correct word at the end.

A.	Once	upon	a	time,	elephants	could	swim.	

B.	Sometimes,	the	children	flew	on	their	backs.

C.	Trees	and	flowers	shook	below	them.

C. D. 

3. These sentences are all muddled up! Can you put them in the right order?

B.	Trees	soon	were	all	the	broken.

C.	Trick	thought	a	the	gods	of.

D.	Elephants	invited	they	the	feast	a	to	grand.	

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below. Choose from the words on the left.

elephant

wing

peacock

banana	tree

houses

leaves

2 1 4 3

fly
gods

houses

Soon all the trees were broken.
The gods thought of a trick.

They invited the 

peacock wing

banana tree

houses

leaves

elephants to a grand feast.

elephant
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How Elephants Lost their Wings • Teacher’s notes

About the story
This delightf ul Indian fable tells of the far-off  days when elephants had wings, and the gods would go for 
rides on their backs. However, fl ying elephants prove a terrible liability, yelling and crowing and crash-
landing on trees and houses. The gods decide they must do something, and invite the elephants to a 
feast; the elephants eat unti l they fall asleep, and the gods quietly remove their wings and give them to 
the peacocks and banana trees. The elephants are furious to discover their loss, but they never do get 
their wings back.

The story comes from the state of Orissa, in north-eastern India. Orissa is one of the largest states in 
modern India, bordering the Bay of Bengal. Most of the populati on lives near the coast, but inland the 
country is wild and mountainous. It is famous for the richness of its wildlife, including wild elephants. 

According to the story, the gods rode on the elephants’ 
backs when they were busy creati ng the world. However, 
once the world was fi lled with people, the elephants’ 
usefulness was over, and they clearly had no idea of their 
size, strength and clumsiness. Aft er the gods played their 
trick, the elephants were so enraged that they ran off  
into the forests, where they have remained ever since.

About the author
Lesley Sims always wanted to be a writer. She has 
writt en a range of stories, including funny history books 
and books for beginner readers. In her spare ti me, 
she likes going to plays and concerts, playing 
the saxophone and reading.

Author: traditi onal, retold by Lesley Sims

Reader level: Elementary

Word count: 165

Lexile level: 280L

Text type:  Fable/folk tale from India

Key words
Your students might not be familiar with some 
of these words, which are important in the story. 

p14 broken
p15 trick
p16 invited
 feast
p17 tummies
p21 shouted
 stomped

p3 peacocks
p10 yelled
 crowed
 roosters
p11 shook
 below
p12 smashed
p13 landed

Key phrases
p4 Once upon a ti me
p7 to loop the loop
p14 there were no [...] left 
p18 to take [something] away
p22 to get [something] back

Usborne English
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How Elephants Lost their Wings • Teacher’s notes
Before reading
Find photos of a banana leaf and a peacock feather (if you can fi nd a real banana leaf or peacock feather, 
even bett er). Set them to one side.

Write two headings on the board: Animals that can fl y and Animals that can’t fl y. Ask the students to call 
out animal names, and to tell you under which heading you should write them. If one heading doesn’t 
have many entries, suggest some yourself (remember that “can fl y” can include insects as well as birds). 
When someone calls out “elephant”, write it under the “can fl y” heading. The students are likely to 
protest. Tell them that according to an Indian fable, elephants did fl y once upon a ti me. 

Show the banana leaf and peacock feather and see if the students know what they are. Then tell them 
that actually these used to be elephant wings, and bring out the book to show its cover.

p12 What words would you use to describe the 
elephants? [clumsy, careless, rude, etc.]

p15 How do the gods feel?
p18  Can you see the peacocks and banana trees 

before they get the elephants’ wings? [top 
left  and middle right of picture]

p21 What do you do when you’re cross? Do you 
shout and stomp?

p22 What are the elephants trying to do to the 
peacocks?

p4 Does this picture look like anywhere you 
know? Can you see any clues in the picture? 
[ti ger, elephant]

p7 How do you loop the loop? Can you draw a 
loop-the-loop with your fi nger in the air?

p8 Why do you think the gods like riding on the 
elephants? Would you like to ride on one?

p10 Do elephants sti ll go ‘Cock-a-doodle-do’? 
What noise do they make? [You may be 
able to fi nd a sound clip.]

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same. Aft er the story, there is a 
short selecti on of key phrases that can be used for pronunciati on practi ce.

Aft er reading
Ask the students if they liked the story. They may feel sorry for the elephants, 
or think that it was right for the gods to make them less dangerous. Do 
students think it’s a true story? What kind of story is it? [A myth or fable.]

The students may be intrigued by the role of the gods. They may be more 
used to the idea of one God, or no gods at all. It might be useful to menti on 
that Hindus believe in one God who takes on many diff erent forms. The gods 
in our story are diff erent forms of the Hindu god of creati on, and it was their 
job to make the world.

Why is it funny to think that elephants might once have fl own? 
See if students can think of similar ideas for animal stories, e.g. How 
polar bears lost their skis or Why parrots have bright feathers. You could 
ask them to develop any promising ideas as an extended writi ng task.

Puzzles (pages 24-29)
You might like students to work on these in pairs or small groups. 
If so, ask the “Aft er reading” questi ons before doing the puzzles.
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King Donkey Ears • Worksheet answers

2. Answer TRUE or FALSE.

A.	 The	king	had	no	friends.

B.	 The	king	had	his	hair	cut	every	month.

C.	 Meg	cut	off	the	king’s	ears.

D.		Meg	kept	the	king’s	secret.

3. Number the sentences in story order.

TRUE/FALSE

TRUE/FALSE

TRUE/FALSE

TRUE/FALSE

A.	 The	tree	became	a	harp.	____

B.	 Meg	told	a	tree.	____

C.	 The	harp	played	a	strange	tune.	____

D.	 A	woodcutter	chopped	down	the	tree.	____

4. What did the king learn to do?

A.	 Cut	his	own	hair.

B.	 Play	the	harp.

C.		Love	his	ears.

D.		Keep	a	secret.

1. Match the speech bubbles to the pictures.

1. 2. 3. 4.

A. B. C. D.
Promise  

you’ll never 
tell anyone.

Shh!Er... what 
lovely hair...

The king’s 
got donkey’s 

ears!

D C A B

3

2
4

1
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About the story
The king has a secret that he can’t even bear to share with his best friend: underneath his crown, he has 
donkey’s ears. Once a month, he has a servant cut his hair – then throws the servant into prison to make 
sure they can’t tell anyone else. In July, servant girl Meg begs the king not to send her to prison so that 
she can look aft er her sick mother. The king relents, but makes her promise to tell no-one about his ears.

Tormented by the secret, Meg has the bright idea of telling a tree. Meg feels bett er, but the secret lives 
on: the tree is chopped down and made into a harp. The harp is played at a royal concert – and starts 
singing, “The king’s got donkey’s ears.” The king is furious with Meg, unti l his friend admits that everyone 
knows and no-one is shocked. At last, the king can free all the servants and be happy with his ears.

The story is very old, and one version dates to the Greek Myths; it is related on p31 of the book. In the 
Greek version, King Midas’ barber whispered the secret into a hole in the ground and then covered it 
up; but when reeds grew over it, they whispered the secret whenever the wind blew. In a Central Asian 
version, the barber whispered the secret into a well, but forgot to cover it aft erwards. The well’s water 
rose and covered the whole kingdown, creati ng Lake Issyk-Kul, one of the largest lakes in the world.

About the author
Lesley Sims always wanted to be a writer. She has writt en a range of stories, including funny history 
books and books for beginner readers. In her spare ti me, she likes going to plays and concerts, playing 
the saxophone and reading. 

Author: based on a story by Aesop

Reader level: Elementary

Word count: 264

Lexile level: 210L

Text type:  Fable/folk tale

Key words
Your students might not be familiar with some 
of these words, which are important in the story. 

p18 huge
 concert
p19 tune
p21 roared
p24 freed
p31 folk tale
 legend
 judge
 competi ti on
 musician
 declared
 winner
 player

p2 servant
p3 woodcutt er
 harp
p4 secret
p6 snip
p7 prison
p9 shocked
p10 cried [meaning 

“shouted”]
 jail
p15 burst
p17 chopped

Key phrases
p4 There was once...
p8 it was [Meg’s] turn
p10 As soon as
p13 Promise you’ll never tell anyone
p15 it was all [Meg] could think about
p23 you don’t mind?

Usborne English
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pp10-11 Can you think of words to describe: the 
king, Meg, the guard, the cat?

p16 Do you think Meg’s idea was a good idea?
p20 How do the king, the lady playing the harp 

and the cat look when they hear the song?
p21 What do you think will happen to Meg?
p25 How does the king look now?

pp2-3 There is one other character on these 
pages. Who is it? [The cat.] Look out for it 
in the story [it appears on most pages with 
the king, and is oft en making faces or doing 
something funny].

p7 Is that fair, to send the servants to prison? 
Do you think it works?

Aft er reading
Imagine you’re Meg. Can you think of any other ways to tell the secret but keep it secret? 

Has anyone ever told you a secret you couldn’t tell anyone else? (You don’t need to say what it was!)
How did you feel, was it easy to keep it secret?

What do you think is the message of the story?

Before reading
Think of a funny-but-embarrassing “secret” like the king’s – for instance, that you have a cat’s tail. Have 
your students play Twenty Questi ons to try and guess your secret (they can ask you up to twenty yes/no 
questi ons, and each answer should help them to ask more specifi c questi ons unti l they have guessed).

Show your students the book’s cover. Who can you see in the picture? Do they look happy? Why are they 
in the dark? Can you guess the king’s secret? How do you think he makes sure the servant won’t tell?

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same. Aft er the story, there is a 
short selecti on of key phrases that can be used for pronunciati on practi ce.

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Puzzles (pages 26-29)
You might like students to work on these in pairs or small groups. 
If so, ask the “Aft er reading” questi ons before doing the puzzles.

King Donkey Ears • Teacher’s notes
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Little Miss Muffet • Worksheet answers

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

A. B. 

2. Can you match each word in line A with the word it rhymes with in line B?

A.  Muff et sighed dear pie smile me

B.  style tree here tuff et hide cry 

C. D. 

3. Choose the correct ending for each sentence from the list on the right.

A. “It’s ti me for .......................................”

B. The wolf gave ....................................... 

C. Seb spun ....................................... 

B. Seb showed her ....................................... 

C. Now she’s friends with ....................................... 

the way

Seb Spider

a strong web

my dinner

a smile

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below. Use one word from each box.

Seb

wonderful

Miss

bad

deep

Muff et

wolf

growl

Spider

web

grrrrrr!
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my dinner
a smile

a strong web

the way

Seb Spider

Seb Spider

Miss Muffet

bad wolf

Seb Spider

wonderful web
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About the story
Litt le Miss Muff et sits on a tuff et, eati ng her curds and whey. She’s frightened by a spider and runs away. 
There ends the traditi onal rhyme, but not this version.

Miss Muff et hides in a wood and soon realises she is both lost and in danger. A big wolf jumps out and 
threatens to eat her. Fortunately, Seb – the spider who had frightened her earlier – has followed her into 
the wood. He confronts the wolf and demands Miss Muff et’s release. The wolf mocks the litt le spider, 
thinking him too ti ny to be any threat. Undeterred, Seb spins a strong web that successfully secures the 
wolf to a tree. Seb leads Miss Muff et to safety and becomes a fi rm friend, spinning intricate webs for her 
each day. 

The original “Litt le Miss Muff et” rhyme has only six lines. It was fi rst printed in 
1805, and has long been a popular English nursery rhyme. This extended version 
introduces a third character, far more frightening than the spider, and results in 
an unlikely friendship.

About the author
Russell Punter was born in Bedfordshire, England. When he was young, he 
enjoyed making up and illustrati ng his own stories. His ambiti on as a boy was 
to become a cartoonist. When he grew up, he studied art at college before 
becoming a graphic designer and writer. He has writt en over forty children’s books.

Author: traditi onal rhyme, adapted by Russell Punter

Reader level: Elementary

Word count: 199

Lexile level: 310L

Text type:  Nursery rhyme (extended)

Key words
Your students might not be familiar with some 
of these words, which are important in the story. 

p10 sighed
p11 lost
 stuck
p12 a deep growl
p14 shout
p15 dinner
p16 pie
p17 cry
p19 against
p20 spun
 web
p21 ti ed
p22 wonderful

p2 tuff et
p3 curds
 whey
p4 spider
 dropped
 beside
p5 cried (meaning 

“shouted”)
p7 below
p8 called (meaning 

“shouted”)
rushed

p9 scaring

Key phrases

p4 Along came
p5 to frighten (someone) away
p10 What a bad place [NB ‘what’ is used 

here as an intensifi er, not a questi on 
word]

p12 ear-splitti  ng howl
p13 to give (someone) a fright
p14 jumped out
p15 my dear
p17 to put (something) down
 Don’t worry
p18 I (do) like your style
p19 I’ll show you
p23 let’s go
p23 to show the way

Usborne English
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p17 How would you describe Seb Spider’s 
acti ons?

p19 Why isn’t the wolf afraid of the spider? 
What could a spider do to a wolf?

p21 How do you think the wolf is feeling now?
p24 Would you like a friend like Seb? What web 

shapes would you ask him to spin?

pp3-4 What kinds of animals can you see in the 
picture? Does Miss Muff et look happy?

p5 Does the spider look scary to you? Why do 
you think he’s holding a fl ower?

pp10-11  Why are the woods a bad place to hide?
p14 Would you rather be scared by a wolf or by 

a spider?

Aft er reading
You could ask your students to act out the story in groups of four. One could be the narrator and the 
other three could be Miss Muff et, Seb Spider and the wolf. They could tell the story in their own words 
and take it in turns to be the diff erent parts.

Ask students to fi nd out a litt le more about spiders, and put together a spider quiz, either as a whole 
class or in groups to test each other. You’ll fi nd some surprising facts; for instance, did you know that 
spiders have blue blood?

Look out for other Usborne English Learner’s editi ons based on 
traditi onal nursery rhymes: There Was a Crooked Man and Old 
Mother Hubbard are also available at the same level.

Did you know?
Spiders’ silk is extremely strong. Weight for weight, it’s stronger 
than steel. But it’s unlikely that a spider could spin a thread of silk 
thick enough to secure a wolf to a tree. And it’s very unlikely that a 
wolf would stay sti ll long enough to let the spider trap it!

Before reading
You could fi nd a toy spider or make one [see the worksheet acti vity], and put it in a box or a jar. Show 
students the box or the lid of the jar without letti  ng them see inside, then ask if they like spiders. Is 
anyone afraid of spiders? Can they say why? You could talk about how most spiders are harmless, but 
they can give us a fright. Now show students your not-at-all-scary toy spider.

Has anyone heard of Miss Muff et? She was afraid of spiders. What do you think happened when one 
sett led beside her? Show the cover of the book. If students are unfamiliar with the original nursery 
rhyme, you may like to introduce some of the unusual words – tuff et (a kind of cushion), curds and whey 
(milk that is separated, usually for cheesemaking; see page 32 in the book) – before you start reading.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same. Aft er the story, there is a 
short selecti on of key phrases that can be used for pronunciati on practi ce.

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Puzzles
You might like students to work on these in pairs or small groups.
If so, ask the “Aft er reading” questi ons before doing the puzzles.

Little Miss Muffet • Teacher’s notes
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Old Mother Hubbard • Worksheet answers

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

A. B. 

2. Can you spot which pair of words doesn’t rhyme?

A.	 Hubbard	 cupboard

B.	 there	 	 bare

C.	 bone	 	 none

C. D. 

3. What happens next? Can you put the sentences in the right order?

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below. Choose from the words in the box.

D.	 lane	 	 rain

E.	 Spot	 	 what

F.	 speed	 	 lead

A.	 	The	thief 1.	tripped	on	the	lead	____

2. and went flying. ____

3. hurried by, ____

B.	 Old	Mother	Hubbard 1. looked in her bag. ____

2.	picked	out	a	bone	and	____

3. went to the butcher’s shop, ____

cash

meat

butcher

thief	

dog

lead
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1
2

3

1
3

2

butcher

lead dog
thief

cash

meat
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About the story
“Old Mother Hubbard went to the cupboard” begins the familiar nursery rhyme. But the cupboard is 
empty, so Old Mother Hubbard and her dog Spot go to the butcher’s and choose a bone – only to fi nd 
that Mother Hubbard has no money with her. No-one noti ces the thief emptying the cash register, but 
when Mother Hubbard and Spot leave the shop, the thief trips over Spot’s leash and is arrested by a 
passing policeman. The butcher is delighted and gives Mother Hubbard a reward – and there is “best 
steak all year” for Spot.

The original “Old Mother Hubbard” rhyme was published in 1805, and was one of the most popular 
English nursery rhymes of the nineteenth century. Aft er the familiar fi rst verse, which may well be much 
older than the rest (the character of Mother Hubbard dates back to at least the late sixteenth century), 
the dog performs all kinds of increasingly bizarre tricks such as 
smoking a pipe, playing the fl ute, riding a goat, dying and coming 
back to life. In this updated version, Mother Hubbard’s dog sti ll 
has a central, but slightly more believable, role.

About the author
Russell Punter was born in Bedfordshire, England. When he was 
young, he enjoyed making up and illustrati ng his own stories. His 
ambiti on as a boy was to become a cartoonist. When he grew up, 
he studied art at college before becoming a graphic designer and 
writer. He has writt en over twenty children’s books.

Author: traditi onal rhyme, adapted by Russell Punter

Reader level: Elementary

Word count: 197

Lexile level: 420L

Text type:  Nursery rhyme (extended)

Key words
Your students might not be familiar with some 
of these words, which are important in the story. 

p15 picked out
p16 snag
p18 cry [meaning 

“shout”]
p19 hurried
p20 speed
 tripped
 lead
p21 cash [informal]
p22 relief
p23 reward
p25 steak

p2 cupboard
p3 fetch
 bone
p4 bare
p6 shut up
p9 butchers
p10 lane
p12 ‘Til [short for 

“unti l”]
p14 plenty
 doggie-sized
 treat

Key phrases
p3 poor doggie
p10 off  [down the lane...] went...
 [NB the inversion of “Old Mother 

Hubbard... went off  down the lane” as 
a stylisti c device to support the rhyme]

p12 came to a stop
 what was what
p18 Stop thief!
p19 in a fl ash
p21 went fl ying
 along with
p23 my dear

Usborne English
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p17 Look back through the story. Can you see 
where Old Mother Hubbard left  her money?
Can you see what is happening behind Bob?

pp22-23  Think of some words to describe: 
Bob, Old Mother Hubbard, Spot, the thief.

p25 How do Old Mother Hubbard and Spot
feel now?

p5 What is the dog’s name? How do you 
think he feels? How does Old Mother 
Hubbard feel?

p9 What is the weather like outside?
pp12-13  What is Spot doing? What clothes can 

you see on the characters in the picture?
p15 How does Spot look now?

Aft er reading
Try asking your students to act out the story in small groups. There are parts for: Old Mother Hubbard, 
Spot, Bob the butcher, the thief, the policeman. They will need to devise extra dialogue for all the parts 
(although Spot can “speak” most eff ecti vely by barking and whining).

You could also recreate the story as a local newspaper report, with quotes from Bob and Old Mother 
Hubbard and a picture of Mother Hubbard and Spot.

Before reading
You could ask if any of your students has a dog, or search for some pictures of dogs to show them. 
What do dogs like to eat? [Canned dog food and dog biscuits are convenient, but dogs also love fresh 
meat and bones to chew.]

Look at the cover of the book. Who is Old Mother Hubbard? You could explain that “old mother” 
doesn’t literally mean that she is a mother, it’s a way of saying “old lady”. What can you tell about Old 
Mother Hubbard from the picture? [Look at the empty cupboard and the patches on her clothes – she 
probably doesn’t have very much money.] And what about her dog – what do you think he is waiti ng 
or hoping for?

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same. Aft er the story, there is a 
short selecti on of key phrases that can be used for pronunciati on practi ce.

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Puzzles
You might like students to work on these in pairs or small groups.
If so, ask the “Aft er reading” questi ons before doing the puzzles.

Old Mother Hubbard • Teacher’s notes
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Stone Soup • Worksheet answers

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

A. B. 

2. Choose the correct ending for each sentence from the list on the right.

A.	 Once,	there	was...	

B.	 I	can	make	soup	from...

C.	 She	put	a	big	pot	of	water	on...

D.	 Some	meat	would	make	it...

C. D. 

3. Match each word in line A with the right word in line B.

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below. Choose from the words in the box.

bread	

a	stone.

a	poor	man.

better still.

the fire.

A:		 big	 shiny	 soup	 chopped	

B:		 meat	 bubbled	 stone	 pot

cat dog

soup flowers

old	man old	woman

2 4 1 3

a poor man.

a stone.

the fire.

better still.

bread
flowers

old man
old woman

soup

dog cat
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Stone Soup • Teacher’s notes

About the story
One evening, a poor man comes to a cott age, and asks if he might rest for a while. The old woman in 
the cott age is about to turn him away when he claims that he can make soup from a stone. Intrigued, 
she lets him in and puts a pot of water on the fi re; the old man adds his stone. Tasti ng it, he declares 
it delicious, but “an onion would make it bett er” – and then a potato, and then some meat... Finally he 
serves it up. It is of course excellent, and the old woman forgets her hosti lity and invites him to 
stay for supper.

The story is told across Europe, with variati ons from 
country to country. Someti mes the old man is a tramp, 
someti mes a soldier or soldiers returning from the 
Napoleonic wars. In Scandinavia, the man uses a nail 
to make his soup, and in Eastern Europe and Russia, 
an ax or axe. 

In Portugal, the story is told of a monk visiti ng the 
town of Almeirim in the Ribatejo region, where “sopa 
de pedra” (stone soup in Portuguese) is sti ll served in 
local restaurants, made with pork, chouriço sausage, 
potatoes, onions, garlic and herbs.

About the author
Lesley Sims always wanted to be a writer. She has 
writt en a range of stories, including funny history 
books and books for beginner readers. In her spare 
ti me, she likes going to plays and concerts, playing 
the saxophone and reading.

Author: traditi onal, retold by Lesley Sims

Reader level: Elementary

Word count: 193

Lexile level: 140L

Text type:  Folk tale

Key words
Your students might not be familiar with some 
of these words, which are important in the story. 

p11 yummy
p12 chopped
 popped [meaning 

“put”]
p22 bowls
p24 pocket
p25 Stay

p3 cott age
 knock
p8 pot
p9 added
 shiny
p10 bubbled
 tasted

Key phrases
p4 May I..?
 for a while
p19 to lick your lips
p23 must be 

[suppositi on]

Usborne English
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Stone Soup • Teacher’s notes
Before reading
Ask the students if they like soup. Who eats soup, when and why? [e.g. it’s healthy, inexpensive, good for 
light meals or fi rst courses, good when the weather is cold.] How many diff erent kinds of soup can they 
think of? [e.g. chicken, tomato, fi sh...] You could write them up on the board.

Ask if students can tell you some of the ingredients used to make soup, and write a list on the board. 
You could say that many soup recipes start with frying onions, then adding other vegetables, herbs and 
seasoning and maybe some meat. Soup needs lots of liquid too.

Show the class the book cover. Would they like to eat stone soup? What ingredients might it have? 
If someone told you they were going to make soup out of a stone, would you believe them?

p14 What are the cat and dog doing?
p20 Who else likes meat?
p21 Who has done the most work to make the 

soup?
p24 Is the stone really magic? Why does the 

man put it back in his pocket? Do you think 
he might use it again?

p25 Why is the woman friendly towards the 
man now? Who else is enjoying the soup?

p2 How can you tell that the man is poor?
p5 Why doesn’t the woman want him to stay? 

Would you let the man come into your 
house?

p8 Why is she hanging the pot over a fi re? 
How do you cook things at your home?

 Can you see the cat and dog? Does the cat 
look happy?

p11 Do you believe the soup is yummy?

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same. Aft er the story, there is a 
short selecti on of key phrases that can be used for pronunciati on practi ce.

Puzzles (pages 26-29)
You might like students to work on these in pairs or small groups. 
If so, ask the “Aft er reading” questi ons before doing the puzzles.

Aft er reading
Ask students if they liked the story. How would they describe 
the poor man? And the old woman? 

Why do you think he tricked the woman with the stone? 
Do you think it was a mean trick?

Think about how the story works: the man starts with 
a stone, then adds one ingredient aft er another to 
make soup, then takes the stone out. How do you 
think the man might: make a fruit salad; get dressed 
for a special occasion; build a house? (He might 
have to ask more than one person!) Can you think 
of anything else he might do, litt le by litt le?



2. What does Daisy want to do? Number the pictures in the right order.

A. B. C. D. 
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The Daydreamer • Worksheet answers

1. What is a daydreamer?

A.	 Someone	who	wakes	up	late.

B.	 Someone	who	has	a	dream	every	day.

C.	 Someone	who	imagines	things	that	probably	won’t	happen.

D.	 Someone	who	falls	asleep	in	the	daytime.

3. Can you finish these sentences? Choose the right ending.

4. Which two things in the box below are not in the picture?

hat	 	 cake

dog	 	 cat

television	 telephone

servants	 Daisy

shoes		 hen

A.	 Daisy	has...

B.	 Daisy	will	buy...

C.	 Daisy	will	be...

D.	 The	palace	will	have...

E.	 Daisy	spills...

...golden	gates.

...no	money.

...the	milk.

...a	pretty	dress.

...a	princess.

Usborne English
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About the story
Daisy has no money. The farmer asks her to take his milk to market, and promises to pay her a gold coin. 
Daisy starts imagining all that she’ll do with the money (buy a hen, make more money selling the eggs, 
buy fi ne clothes, marry a prince)... unti l, carried away by her imaginati on, she starts dancing, trips up and 
spills the milk. A kindly passer-by tells her, “There’s no use crying over spilt milk.”

About the author
Some of the world’s best-known fables and folk tales are att ributed to Aesop (e.g. The Boy who cried 
Wolf, The Goose that laid the Golden Eggs, The Hare and the Tortoise) as well as many familiar English 
expressions (“sour grapes”, “crying wolf” and so on). However, the writer himself remains a mystery. 
Traditi on has it that Aesop was a slave in Ancient Greece, living from around 620-564BC. He is menti oned 
by the Classical authors Aristophanes, Herodotus and Plutarch, and there are a number of biographical 
details that are impossible to confi rm – it was said, for instance, that he was physically very ugly but 
famous for his wisdom, and was given his freedom and became an adviser to kings and city-states before 
insulti ng the people of Delphi and being sentenced to death on a trumped-up charge. 

The collecti on of Aesop’s Fables has since been translated into many languages, and retold by authors 
such as La Fontaine in France and Beatrix Pott er (The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse) in the UK.

[Note: it is not certain that The Daydreamer was one of the original Greek fables; it is oft en included in 
collected editi ons, but may have been developed more recently, in medieval Europe.]

Author: based on a story by Aesop (att ributed)

Reader level: Elementary

Word count: 125

Lexile level: 190L

Text type:  Fable/folk tale

Key words
Your students might not be familiar with some 
of these words, which are important in the story.

p19 golden
p20 ball
p21 twirl and whirl
p23 gone
 spilt
p31 fables
 collecti on
 Ancient Greece
 versions
 told
 bowl
 thief
 cucumbers

 daydream
 daydreamer
p2 market
 farmer
p3 coin
p8 lay
p12 prett y
p13 sparkly
p15 servants
p16 marry
p17 daily
 news
p18 palace

Key phrases
p3 to set off 
p10 in all the land

 [formal, literary style – more usually, 
 perhaps, “in the whole country”]
p14 to get dressed
 by myself
p23 cheer up
 there’s no use
p31 all around the world

The Daydreamer • Teacher’s notes
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The Daydreamer • Teacher’s notes
Before reading
Search for and put together some images that you might associate with daydreaming, for example exoti c 
holidays, dream homes, sports cars or superyachts, or being a movie star (red carpet recepti on) or music 
or sports personality (arena concert, high-profi le game).

Use these to start a discussion with your students. Introduce the word “daydream”, and ask whether 
they know what it means. How is a daydream diff erent from a dream? (e.g. dayti me, awake, fantasy as 
opposed to night ti me, asleep, unconscious.)

Look at the book’s cover with your students. What can you guess about the story from the cover picture? 
(e.g. you can see that the girl is poor, because of her torn and dirty clothes. She dreams of having a castle 
and meeti ng or marrying a prince.) Do you think the story will have a happy ending?

Puzzles (pages 24-29)
You might like students to work on these in pairs or small groups. 
If so, ask the “Aft er reading” questi ons before doing the puzzles.

p13 Daisy wants to buy a prett y dress and 
sparkly shoes. What would you buy?

p20 Check that students understand this 
meaning of “ball”. Do they know any other 
stories about a ball (e.g. Cinderella)?

p22 What is Daisy thinking? What is she doing?
p23 What does “Poor Daisy!” mean? [Here, it’s 

not that she has no money, it’s that we feel 
sorry for her.]

 Daisy is sad – but can you see someone who 
is happy about the spilt milk? [The cat!]

p2 What happens at a market? Why is the 
farmer sending his milk there?

p3 “I’ll give you a gold coin”: note that the story 
uses the “will” future extensively. Check that 
students have understood the contracti on 
“I’ll”. You may like to note down all the “will” 
phrases you meet throughout the story.

p7 Look at Daisy’s hen. See if you can fi nd it 
later in the story, too. [It appears on most 
pages up to p20, where you can see it 
dancing with a partner at the ball.]

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same. Aft er the story, there is a short 
selecti on of key phrases that can be used for pronunciati on practi ce.

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Aft er reading
You could ask your students: do you like the story?
Do you feel sorry for Daisy? What do you think she will do now?

Read page 31, “About The Daydreamer.” 
Do students know any other Aesop’s fables?

The downloadable worksheet for this ti tle asks students to 
write down and illustrate their own daydreams. You might 
like to prepare for this in class by brainstorming useful 
words and phrases.
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The Dragon and the Phoenix • Worksheet answers

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

2. Which word is wrong? Cross it out, then write the correct word at the end.

A. Long, long ago, a dragon lived beside a mountain river.  ..................................

B. Deep inside the river lived a phoenix.  ...................................

C.  A dark pebble lay on the sand.  ...................................

D. The pebble became a phoenix.  ...................................

3. Match the words in line A with the words in line B to make pairs from the story.

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below, using the words in the box. 
Circle the word in the box that isn’t in the picture.

river

lake

mountain

island

phoenix

dragon

sky

pearl

A. bright magic dark sandy shining

B. river lake pearl forest island 

A. C.B.
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pearl
dragon

phoenix

sky

magic
forest

shiny
pearl

mountain

river

island
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The Dragon and the Phoenix • Teacher’s notes

About the story
A dragon and a phoenix live on opposite sides of a magic river. One day they meet on an island and 
discover a shiny pebble. The dragon washes it and the phoenix polishes it unti l it becomes a pearl. Its 
brilliant light att racts the att enti on of the Queen of Heaven, and that night she sends a guard to steal it 
while the dragon and phoenix are sleeping. 

The next morning, the dragon and phoenix search everywhere and eventually see their pearl shining 
in the sky. They fl y up to retrieve it, but the pearl falls down and becomes a lake on the ground below. 
The dragon and the phoenix lie down beside the lake, and are sti ll there today in the guise of Dragon 
Mountain and Phoenix Mountain.

The story is based on The Bright Pearl, a Chinese folk tale. Chinese dragons are 
typically depicted without wings (although they are able to fl y), and are associated 
with water and wisdom. Chinese phoenixes are immortal, and do not need 
to die and then be reborn. They are associated with loyalty and honesty. 
The dragon and phoenix are oft en linked to the male yin and female yang 
qualiti es, and in the past, a Chinese emperor’s robes would typically be 
embroidered with dragons and an empress’s with phoenixes.

About the author
Lesley Sims always wanted to be a writer. She has writt en a range of stories, 
including funny history books and books for beginner readers. In her spare 
ti me, she likes going to plays and concerts, playing the saxophone and reading.

Author: traditi onal, retold by Lesley Sims

Reader level: Elementary

Word count: 235

Lexile level: 350L

Text type: Folk tale from China

Key words
Your students might not be familiar with some 
of these words, which are important in the story.

p13 polished
 feather
 pearl
p15 watching (meaning 

“guarding”)
p16 shone
 brighter
p19 guard
 steal
p24 landed
 ground

 dragon
 phoenix
p2 mountain
p3 shining
 lake
p4 beside
p6 forest
 grew
p11 shiny
 pebble
 sand

Key phrases
p4 Long, long ago
p7 deep inside
p17 Queen of Heaven
p20 [it] was gone
p23 It’s mine!
p25 sti ll there 

today

Usborne English
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The Dragon and the Phoenix • Teacher’s notes
Before reading
You may like to search online for images of dragons and phoenixes from diff erent cultures and in 
diff erent media that you can show students as part of your warm-up acti vity.

Start by writi ng the word DRAGON on the board. Do students know what it means? (In many European 
languages, the word is of course very similar.) What words would they use to describe a dragon? List 
them on the board. Now write the word PHOENIX and discuss with students. This will be harder and may 
need to come mostly from you. Tell them the phoenix is a big, bright, magical bird with long feathers. 
Write PHOENIX on the board next to DRAGON and list the descripti ve words underneath.

Where are these two animals found? [In story books and legends as well as in art, e.g. painti ngs and 
sculptures.] Now show the book cover. Do students noti ce anything about the dragon in the picture? 
They may or may not pick up the lack of wings, and you can say that this is typical of Chinese dragons.

p14-15 Why do you think the dragon and phoenix 
want to stay with the pearl?

p18 Why do you think the Queen of Heaven 
wants the pearl so much?

p19 Is this how a queen should behave?
p22 How would you describe the dragon and 

the phoenix here? [Brave, determined...]
p23 What makes the pearl fall out of the sky?

pp2-3 Can students see the dragon and phoenix 
shapes in the mountains?

pp6-7 Do you think the dragon and phoenix are 
friends? (Noti ce the phoenix waving to the 
dragon.)

p12 How do you think the pebble has turned 
into a pearl? [With magic from the river and 
the phoenix feather, maybe.]

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same. Aft er the story, there is a 
short selecti on of key phrases that can be used for pronunciati on practi ce.

Aft er reading
Ask the students if they’ve noti ced people wearing pearl earrings or necklaces. Are pearls usually made 
out of pebbles? You could describe, if the class don’t already know, how pearls grow inside the shells of 
shellfi sh (usually oysters). They begin as a ti ny piece of dirt that the oyster gradually covers with a hard, 
shiny white coati ng. Pearls have been prized as jewels for hundreds of years. Today they can be culti vated 
and harvested, but in the past they had to be hand-picked by divers, and were very precious and rare.

Look at pages 2-3 and imagine you are the walkers looking down at the lake, 
describing to each other what they can see. Can you imagine how the story of 
the Dragon and the Phoenix might have been inspired by this view? Do you know 
of any landmarks in your area with unusual names and stories to explain them?

As a follow-up exercise, you could encourage the class to fi nd out and write about 
where pearls come from, and look for pictures of pearls, either adverti sements in 
magazines or pictures of people wearing pearls. You could combine these with any 
dragon and phoenix pictures you found for your warm-up acti vity in a class display.

Puzzles (pages 26-29)
You might like students to work on these in pairs or small groups. 
If so, ask the “Aft er reading” questi ons before doing the puzzles.
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The Genie in the Bottle • Worksheet answers

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

2. Match each word in line A with a word in line B to make pairs from the story.

A. slimy               shiny               smelly               old               huge               tasty

B.	 bottle											seaweed													fish																	sock													shells															face

3. Answer TRUE or FALSE.

4. Which three things aren’t in the picture? Cross them off the list.

fish

net

genie

seaweed

bottle

cat

rock

sock

A.	 The	fisherman	wanted	to	catch	a	bottle.

B.	 The	genie	wanted	to	eat	the	fisherman.

C.	 The	fisherman	shouted	at	the	genie.

D.	 In	the	end,	the	fisherman	caught	a	fish.

A. B. C. D.

TRUE / FALSE

TRUE / FALSE

TRUE / FALSE

TRUE / FALSE

1 24 3
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The Genie in the Bottle • Teacher’s notes

About the story
This timeless story tells of a fisherman who’s down on his luck. He catches seaweed, shells and a smelly 
sock, but no fish. Then he catches something else that looks quite useless: an old bottle. As soon as the 
fisherman takes out the stopper and casts it aside, however, a huge genie appears, furious at his years of 
captivity and threatening to eat the fisherman.

It’s time for the fisherman to use his wits. He looks at the small bottle with disbelief, saying the genie 
could never fit in it. Indignantly, the genie shrinks back into the bottle and the fisherman puts the 
stopper in, trapping him once more. The fisherman returns to his fishing, and this time he succeeds in 
catching a fish for dinner.

About the Arabian Nights
The Genie in the Bottle comes from a collection of Middle Eastern and South Asian folk tales, known  
as the Arabian Nights or the Thousand and One Nights. Other tales in the collection include Sinbad 
the Sailor (also available as an Usborne English Learner’s Edition), Aladdin and his Wonderful 
Lamp and Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves. They were gathered together over hundreds of 
years by authors, translators and scholars. 

The framing story for the collection is that a cruel Sultan has threatened to kill his new 
wife, Scheherazade, the day after their marriage. To save herself, Scheherazade starts 
telling a wonderful story. She doesn’t finish it, but keeps the Sultan in suspense, 
and he postpones her execution in order to find out what happens next. When 
she does finish a story, she quickly begins another before her husband can 
act on his threat. Sometimes, characters in a story will begin telling another 
story or stories within the first one. Finally, a thousand and one nights and 
hundreds of stories later, the Sultan decides to let his wife go free.

Author: From The Arabian Nights, retold by Rosie Dickins

Reader level: Elementary

Word count: 194

Lexile level: 140L

Text type: Fairy tale/folk tale

Key words
Your students might not be familiar with some  
of these words, which are important in the story. 

p8 cried (meaning 
“shouted”)

p10 stopper
p11 empty
 sighed
p12 suddenly
 smoke
 huge

 genie
p2 fisherman
p5 threw
 nets 
p6 caught
 slimy
 seaweed
 shiny

Key phrases
p4 Once upon a time
p5 again and again
p11 to throw away
p12 to pour out
 to turn into
p17 I don’t care
p22 went on

Usborne English

p14 tummy
 rumbled
p15 growled
p16 kind
p19 snapped
p20 fit
 whooshed
p23 tasty
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The Genie in the Bottle • Teacher’s notes
Before reading
Find a small bottle made of coloured or frosted glass so that you can’t see inside. (Alternatively, you 
could find a picture of one, or draw an outline on the board.)

Ask the class what they think might be inside the bottle. Encourage unlikely answers as well as obvious 
ones, and list them on the board. You’ll probably find that most things students suggest are small things 
or things that can come in small quantities. Try suggesting something bigger than the bottle, such as a 
cat or a house; if students disagree, ask them why not. How can something big fit into something small?

If the word GENIE hasn’t come up yet, list it now. What is a genie? [A powerful spirit, originally from 
Arabian folklore.] Does anyone know a story about a genie? [They may well know the story of Aladdin.] 
Do all genies grant wishes? Show the book’s cover and say that you’re about to find out...

p10 What do you think the fisherman was 
hoping to find in the bottle?

p14 How long do you think the genie has been 
in the bottle? 

p20 Do you think the genie likes it when the 
fisherman laughs at him?

p23 Why do you think the fisherman has kept 
the bottle? What would you do with it?

p2 Do fishermen look like this today, in your 
country? Discuss what’s different. How do 
you think this fisherman catches fish? Do 
you think he has much luck?

p3 Think of some words to describe the genie, 
such as: big, angry, scary...

p6 What is the cat hoping for? Look out for the 
cat on other pages throughout the book.

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questions.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The first reading is in a British English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same. After the story, there is a  
short selection of key phrases that can be used for pronunciation practice.

After reading
Ask the class if they liked the story. Did anyone feel sorry for the genie?

How do you think the genie would feel if he were let out of the bottle again? [Angry, even 
hungrier, determined not to be tricked, etc.] On page 23, we see that the fisherman kept the 
bottle; students could imagine what happens if someone accidentally opens it one day.

How do you think the genie got into the bottle in the first place, and what was the 
bottle doing in the sea? [In the original story, he was imprisoned by King Solomon as a 
punishment.] What other strange things might a fisherman catch in his net?

Did you know?
In August 2012 a Scottish fisherman caught a bottle with a record-breaking  
98-year-old message in it. It was a postcard promising sixpence (equivalent 
to about £2.40, €2.90 or $3.30 today) to the finder.

Puzzles (pages 24-29)
You might like students to work on these in pairs or small groups. 
If so, ask the “After reading” questions before doing the puzzles.
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The Little Giraffe • Worksheet answers

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

2. Match the words in line A with the words in line B to make pairs from the story.

A.	 little	 best	 hot	 dry	 wise

B.	 friend	 earth	 man	 giraffe	 sun

3. Number the sentences in story order from 1 to 4.

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below. Use one word from each box.

tall

angry

dry

high

A.	 “Now	you	can	reach	the	leaves	high	in	the	trees.”		........

B.	 He	grew	taller...	and	taller...			........

C.	 “What	happened	to	you?”		........

D.	 The	little	giraffe	began	to	drink.		........

rhino

leaves

giraffe

earth

A. B. C. D.

4

3
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1
4

2

angry rhino

dry earth

tall giraffe

high leaves
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The Little Giraffe • Teacher’s notes

About the story
According to this charming African tale, the first giraffe in the world had a short neck, and his best friend 
was Rhino. The two animals searched the dry land for plants to eat, until their hunger led them to ask 
a wise man for help. He promised to make them a magic drink if they came back the next day. The little 
giraffe returned to the wise man’s house, but he didn’t know where Rhino was. He drank the drink and 
his neck grew very long; now he could reach the leaves high in the trees. Meanwhile, 
Rhino had found some dry grass and forgotten all about the wise man. He was 
amazed to see the long-necked giraffe, but furious to find that the magic drink 
was all finshed. Rhinos still eat dry grass and look angry today.

Both giraffes and rhinos are native to East Africa, and this traditional tale 
has been passed down through many generations. East Africa has an 
ancient tradition of herbal medicines, with thousands of plants that can 
be used for medicinal purposes. Traditionally, many villages would have 
a wise man or medicine man who could treat all manner of complaints. 

About the author
Lesley Sims always wanted to be a writer. She has written a range of 
stories, including funny history books and books for beginner readers.  
In her spare time, she likes going to plays and concerts, playing the 
saxophone and reading.

Author: traditional, retold by Lesley Sims

Reader level: Elementary

Word count: 195

Lexile level: 180L

Text type: Folk tale from East Africa

Key words
Your students might not be familiar with some  
of these words, which are important in the story. 

p17  reach
 leaves
p18 found
 grass
p19 not-so-little
p20 mine
 left [meaning 

“remaining”]
p22 himself
p23 still

 giraffe
p4 East Africa
p5 Rhino
p8 earth
p9 anywhere
p11 wise
p12 come back
p13 magic
p14 visited
p16 began
 grew

Key phrases
p3 the first [...] in the world
p18 to forget all about
p19 there you are
p21 to be stuck with

Usborne English
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The Little Giraffe • Teacher’s notes
Before reading
Find some photos of giraffes and rhinos in their natural habitat. Brainstorm to find out what the students 
know about each animal. Prompt them with questions if necessary: What do they look like? Where do 
they live? What do they eat? Have students ever seen them in zoos or wildlife parks?

Explain that giraffes and rhinos both live in East Africa (there are also some species of rhinos in Asia), and 
point out the dry, sparse landscape in your photos. Do students think it is easy to find food?

Now show the class the cover of this book. Can they see anything different about this giraffe from the 
ones you have shown in your photos?

p18 What made Rhino forget about going to the 
wise man?

p21 Rhino seemed happy to find some dry grass. 
Why is he not happy now?

p23 What’s Rhino doing here? [You may not 
want to give the word “charging”, but 
you can explain that he is angry and he is 
running.] Do any other animals do this? 
[Bulls, elephants etc]

p2-3 Which other animals are in this picture?
pp6-7 What sort of food are they looking for?
pp8-9 Why do you think they can’t find any food?
p11 Where does the wise man live?
pp12-13 What ingredients can you see in his hut?
p14 What’s the big pot and stick for? [crushing 

herbs to make medicines]
p16 What do you think the giraffe is thinking 

and feeling?

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questions.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The first reading is in a British English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same. After the story, there is a  
short selection of key phrases that can be used for pronunciation practice.

After reading
Why didn’t the wise man just give the giraffe some food? Why is making him tall better? 
Which do you think is worse, being angry with yourself or angry with someone else?

You may want to talk more generally about folk tales: how in the past stories 
weren’t written down, printed, bought in bookshops and read; they were told 
out loud by storytellers, remembered by the listeners and passed on to new 
generations. Folk tales often begin as imaginative ways of explaining why things 
are the way they are. Imagine a child asking “Why do giraffes have such long 
necks?” or “Why do rhinos look angry?” and a storyteller coming up with an 
interesting answer. That answer may then grow into a story to be told again 
and again.

Brainstorm some other questions which could lead to interesting stories, 
e.g. Why can’t penguins fly? If you have time, you might like to choose 
a few good examples and have students work together in small groups, 
sketching out stories to answer the questions.

Puzzles (pages 24-29)
You might like students to work on these in pairs or small groups. 
If so, ask the “After reading” questions before doing the puzzles.
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There Was A Crooked Man • Worksheet answers

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

A. B. 

2. Match each word in line A with the word that rhymes with it in line B.

C. D. 

4. Which three things aren’t in the picture? Cross them off the list.

crooked man

crooked fish

crooked mouse

crooked cat

crooked sixpence

sack

garden

kittens

A:  mile          mouse          fish          outside          led          other

B:  house          dish          stile          shed          mother          hide

3. These sentences are all muddled up! Can you put them in the right order?

A. Man crooked hungry the was. 

B. Crooked cooked so a he fish.

C. Was crooked angry man the.

D. Outside chased cat he his. 

2 1 4 3

The crooked man was hungry.
So he cooked a crooked fish.
The crooked man was angry.

He chased his cat outside.
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There was a Crooked Man • Teacher’s notes

About the story
Based on the well-known nursery rhyme, There Was a Crooked Man tells of the crooked man fi nding 
sixpence, buying a crooked cat and coming home with his new pet and the mouse she has caught. The 
rhyme conti nues: the man cooks himself a crooked fi sh, but his cat snatches it and runs away. The man 
chases her outside but can’t fi nd her unti l he catches a whiff  of fi sh, tracks it down to the garden shed... 
and fi nds his cat with not only the fi sh but also thirteen hungry kitt ens.

The traditi onal fi rst part of the rhyme was fi rst recorded in England in 1840, although by many accounts 
it has its origins in the English Civil War and refers to a Scotti  sh general, Sir Alexander Leslie, who was 
fi ercely opposed to King Charles’ att empt to impose a new prayer book in Scotland and who defeated 
the King’s army at the batt le of Newburn, near Newcastle. He may have been considered “crooked” for 
fi ghti ng against the King in spite of accepti ng an earldom from him. The “crooked sixpence” is thought to 
refer to the King himself, and the “crooked sti le” to the Scotti  sh-English border. 

As with many other nursery rhymes, the original politi cal and sati rical message has long been forgott en, 
and it has been a popular children’s rhyme since at least the early twenti eth century. There are several 
simple tunes associated with the rhyme, and you may like to search online for examples.

About the author
Russell Punter was born in Bedfordshire, England. When he was young, 
he enjoyed making up and illustrati ng his own stories. His ambiti on as 
a boy was to become a cartoonist. When he grew up, he studied art 
at college before becoming a graphic designer and writer. He has 
writt en over twenty children’s books.

Author: traditi onal, adapted by Russell Punter

Reader level: Elementary

Word count: 124

Lexile level: 180L

Text type:  Nursery rhyme (extended)

Key words
Your students might not be familiar with some 
of these words, which are important in the story. 

p15 chased
 outside
p17 hide
p19 followed
 led
p21 shed
p22 sack
p23 snuggled
 against
p24 kitt ens

 crooked
p3 mile
p4 sixpence
p5 upon
 sti le
p6 bought
p7 caught
p12 smell
p13 snatched
 dish

Usborne English
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There was a Crooked Man • Teacher’s notes
Before reading
You might like to search for some images of things that are crooked, e.g. a lampshade that’s on crooked 
or a picture frame hanging crookedly. (There are some famously crooked buildings: the Leaning Tower of 
Pisa is the best-known, or the steeple of Chesterfi eld church in the UK.) Ask the class to describe what 
these things all have in common, and introduce the word “crooked” if necessary.

Show the class the book cover. What’s crooked in the picture? [house, path, hat, sti ck, mouse, etc.] 
What’s not crooked?

Explain that this book is based on a nursery rhyme. Do students know any other English nursery rhymes, 
or can they think of any in their own language? [You may have read, or go on to read, Old Mother 
Hubbard which is also available from Usborne as an English Learner’s Editi on.)

Write a simple word up on the board, e.g. man, and see if the students can think of words that rhyme 
with it. Try this with several more words to encourage students to think about rhymes.

p6 Have you ever seen a crooked cat or mouse?
p7 Does the mouse look happy? Why not, do 

you think? Do you think the cat will eat the 
mouse? (Look out for it on p11.]

p15 Why does the man chase the cat?
pp16-17  Where do you think the cat is hiding? 

Where would you hide?
p21 What do you think is in the shed (apart from 

the cat)? What do you think it is used for?
p25 How’s the man feeling now?
 Who do you think eats the fi sh in the end?

p3 A mile is 1.6 km. How long would it take to 
walk that far? Would it be quicker if the path 
were straight?

p4 You may like to explain that a sixpence is old 
English money: there were twelve pence in 
a shilling, and twenty shillings in a pound. 
When the rhyme was writt en, sixpence was 
of course worth much more than it would be 
today – easily enough to buy a cat.

p5 Check that students know or can guess what 
a sti le is used for.

During reading: you might like to ask some of these questi ons.

Reading or listening
You can listen to the story on CD or read it aloud to the students, take turns to read or read together 
silently. Each double page spread in the book is one track on the CD, so that you can pause between 
tracks or repeat tracks if your students need it. The fi rst reading is in a Briti sh English accent, and it is 
followed by an American English reading. The words are exactly the same. Aft er the story, there is a 
short selecti on of key phrases that can be used for pronunciati on practi ce.

Aft er reading
Ask the students if they liked the story. What would they buy if they found some money? 
Would they like a pet? Why do you think the man wanted a cat? 

The class may like to try their own stories, based on the structure of There Was a Crooked Man, 
working together in small groups. Ask them to choose a character and an unusual 
adjecti ve to describe him or her, e.g. sparkly boy. They will need to decide 
where the character goes, what he/she fi nds, what happens next. 

When they have fi nished, you could ask for volunteers to read their stories 
out to the rest of the class. You might then ask students to illustrate their 
rhymes, and put them all together in a book or a class display.

Puzzles (pages 26-29)
You might like students to work on these in pairs or small groups. 
If so, ask the “Aft er reading” questi ons before doing the puzzles.
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